
Conservation Tips: 

Use a microwave rather than oven, microwaves use 50% less 

than ovens. 

Minimize “phantom power” and reduce your energy use by 

5-10% each month! Plug appliances into one power bar and 

shut the strip off when you leave the home. 

Turn off your computer when leaving the home – the monitor 

alone accounts for 60% of the total energy consumed. 

Open your blinds during the winter and turn down the 

thermostat to let the sun warm your home naturally! 



Conservation Tips: 

Use the right sized pot on stove burners – this saves energy 

and can save over $30 on energy costs each year. 

Wash laundry in COLD water. It is just as clean and can 

save more than $160/year – per person! 

Switch to CFL bulbs, they use 75% less energy! 

Remember to let staff know if you see a leaky faucet or if 

something is not working and wasting more energy than it 

needs to. Easy fixes can equal big savings!  



Leaky Faucet? 

A faucet dripping for a week wastes more than 10 bathtubs full 

of fresh water!  

 

Help save water and let staff know if you see a dripping tap!  
 

= 



Electricity Time of Use Rates 



What is Sustainability? 

1) From BC Tenant Engagement & Sustainability Guide V1 March 2012 

“Sustainability integrates environmental, economic, social and health 

considerations into how we live and make decisions. Sustainability 

means maximizing the outcomes in all of these areas, rather than 

addressing each one in isolation from the others.”1 



Ontario’s Electricity Mix 



The Greenhouse Effect 



We can improve… 



Small Actions = Big Impacts 

= 
1 standard bulb uses 4x that of a cfl bulb, and cfls last 10x longer! 

= 
Or 

more! 



Energy Trivia: 

Fact or Fiction: 
Preheating your oven 

is necessary to 

prepare your food 

properly 

Fact or Fiction:  
Turning lights on and 

off wastes more 

electricity than just 

leaving them on 

Fact or Fiction:  
The best time to run 

large appliances on 

weekdays is in the 

evening? 

Fact or Fiction:  
Each time you 

open the oven 

door, it loses about 

10% of its heat 


